Moore Reading Room Video List

- 1st Monday in October (Opening of the Supreme Court – Video donated by John MaCauley)
- 100% Arabic
- About Thai Temples: Theravada Buddhist temples in Thailand (DVD Thai with English Subtitles)
- An Abortion Debate: Batchwell and Maquire
- Abraham File (102 min.)
- Abraham Joshua Heschel Remembered
- Active Voluntary Euthanasia: Is It Moral? (?? min.)
- Al-Ghazi: The Alchemist of Happiness
- Ambrose Video (#11 Taoism: A Question of balance Ching)
- America and the Holocaust: Deceit and Indifference
- Amish: A People of Preservation (54 min.)
- Amreka
- Ancient Mysteries: New Investigations of the Unsolved
- Annual Festivities & Ceremonies: Beliefs in Daily Life: Japan: The Land and Its People (29 min.)
- Another Side of Peace (60 min.)
- The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz
- Approaching the Qur’an
- As it was in the Beginning
- Audience of One
- Basketball Man
- Beautiful Restoration (Indian Boarding Schools…pt. 2)
- Between Two Worlds: A Japanese Pilgrimage (?? min.)
- Beyond the Mesas (Indian Boarding Schools…pt.1)
- Bhagavad Gita: As It Is (Interactive CD ROM)
- Bible’s Buried Secrets: Beyond Fact or Fiction
- Bill Moyer’s Healing of the Mind:
  Vol. 1: The Mystery of Chi
  Vol. 2: The Mind/Body Connection
  Vol. 3: Healing from Within
  Vol. 4: The Art of Healing
  Vol. 5: Wounded Healers
- Briars in the Cottonpatch: The Story of Koinonia Farm
- Bruce Gore Episcopal Synod: Values Adrift (6 tapes) (??? min.)
  Part 1: Values Adrift: Classical Models for Law
  Part 2: Values Adrift: Reformation and Puritanism
  Part 3: Values Adrift: The Renaissance and the Age of Reason
  Part 4: Values Adrift: Natural Law and the Madisonian Dilemma
  Part 5: Values Adrift: Constitutional Interpretation and Oliver Wendell Holmes
  Part 6: Values Adrift: The Right to Privacy and a Recipe for Reformation
- The Burning Times
- Building Faith
  - Hindu Temples
  - Chinese Buddhist Temples
- Buddhism Temples
- Celebrating the Prophet in the Remembrance of God: Sufi Dhikr in Egypt
- Chagall: Portrait of an Artist (55 min.)
- Charles Fillmore: An American Mystic (Unity Movement) (??? min.)
- Chinese Buddhist Temples
- Choice for a Chinese Woman: Enlightenment in a Buddhist Convent (??? min.)
- Christianity
- Christianity: The First Thousand Years
- Christianity: The First Two Thousand Years
- Christianity: The second thousand years. Vols. I-VI. 4 tapes each approx. 50 min.
- Christianity from the Religions of the World Series. (1 tape (???min.) plus Study Guide)
- Christians: A Peculiar People
- Climate for the Garden of Apocalypse of Light
- Citizen King
- Civil Religion
- Cities of Light: Rise and Fall of Islamic Spain
- Cohen’s Wife (by Nava (Nussan) Heifetz) (24 min. Yiddish, English subtitle)
- Compassion in Exile
- Conflicts over the Bible (2 tapes: One marked “Do Not Use”)
- Confucius Confucianism and Confucian Temple (Huwa DVD Collection)
- The Constitution: That Delicate Balance (60 min.)
- Constitutional Law: First Amendment, Jurisprudence and Religion (DVD)

-The Courage to Care
-Credo: The Russian Orthodox Church (30 min.)
-Dancing for the Dead
-Devil’s Playground: Death and Dying in Varanasi
-Dianetics
-Divine Horseman: The Living Gods of Haiti (52 min.)
-Dragon over America: Religion from Olmec to Aztec (50 min.) (2 copies)
-The Dybbuk
-Edward Said: On Orientalism (DVD 40 min.)
-Edward Said: The Myth of the Clash of Civilizations (DVD 60 min)
-Ekklesia Peacemaking: Healing and Hope
-Ensign to the Nations (Mormon) (60 min.)
-Eternal Light Radio show (8 DVDs)
-Experiencing the World’s Religions: Tradition, Challenge and Change (CD-ROM)
-The Eyes of Tammy Faye
-Facets of the Fourth Lateran Conference
-Faith and Doubt at Ground Zero
-Faith in Footsteps (2 copies)
-Fall From Grace
-Father, Son and Holy War:
   Part 1: Trial by Fire (???? min.)
   Part 2: Hero Pharmacy (???? min.)
-Fearless Mountain
-The First Amendment
-Five Pillars of Islam (30 min.)
-Forms of God: Hindu Worship (25 min.)
-From Jesus to Christ: The First Christianity
-Far Gospel’s Restored
-Four Holy Men: Renunciation in Hindu Society (36 min.)
-From Silver to Gold
-Games of the North: Playing for Survival
-Garrett Evangelical Theological Seminary: An Introduction (???? min.)
-Gospel of Liberty: Virginia’s Great Awakening and Separation of Church and State (37 min.)
-The Gospel of Judas: The Lost Version of Christ's Betrayal
-The Gossamer Thread: Torah (parts 1 and 2) (?? min.)
-God and Politics
-The Greedy Heart of Halide Edib
-God and the Constitution: Bill Moyers-God and Politics
-God in America
-God in Politics
-The Greedy Heart of Halide Edib
-Hamdulillah, vol. II: Fes Festival of World Sacred Music (Music, CD)
-Head-On (118 minutes, DVD)
-Healing the Hate
-Heaven on Earth: Monuments to Belief-Hinduism
-Hell House
-Heritage: Civilization and the Jews (one interactive DVD and three DVD-ROMs)
  Volume I: A people is Born/The Power of the Word/ The Shaping of Tradition
  Volume II: The Crucible of Europe/ The Search for Deliverance/ Roads from the Ghetto
  Volume III: The Golden Land/ Out of the Ashes/ Into the Future
-Hinduism: Religions of the World Series (DVD 50 min)
-History of Christianity (Presented by Dr. Timothy George)
  TAPE 1: Program 1: The early Church
         (90 min.) Program 2: The church in the Middle Ages
         Program 3: The Reformation
  TAPE 2: Program 4: The Age of Reason and Piety
         (90 min.) Program 5: Christianity in the New World
         Program 6: Into All the World: Christian Movement in an Age of Uncertainty
-History and Holy Sacraments of Orthodox Christianity: (Booklet to accompany videos)
  Part 1: The Beginnings (30 min.)
  Part 2: Byzantium (30 min.)
  Part 3: A Hidden Treasure (30 min.)
-The Holy Wars: Christian vs. Christian
-The Holy Wars: In the Name of Allah
-The Holy Wars: In the Name of Christ
-A Home on the Range
- House in Jerusalem - Amos Gitar
- History of Judaism (5 videotapes; 9 volumes) (?? min.); formerly used for REL 320;
- How a Hindu Worships
- How Rare a Possession: The Book of Mormon (?? min.)
- How to Start a Revolution (2 copies)
- In Light of Reverence: Protecting America’s Sacred Lands (DVD, 73 min. + Teacher Guide)
- I created Lancelot Link (15:30 min.) & Obsessed with Jews (8:06 min)
- India after Independence (21 min.)
- An Indian Pilgrimage: Kashi
- Indus to Independence: A Journey through Indian History (34 min.)
- Inside Islam: What a Billion Muslims Really Think
- Initiation Kut for a Korean Shaman (37 min.)
- In Remembrance of Martin
- Interview: Huston Smith with D.T. Suzuki (30 min.)
- Interview with Christian School Teacher: A Beka Book Conference; School Prayer Issue on "Nightline" (?? min.)
- Introduction to Biblical Creationism (50 min.)
- Introduction to Scientology: An Exclusive Interview with L. Ron Hubbard (60 min.) – 2 copies
- Introduction to SGI (Soka Gakkai International) (12 min.)
- Islam: Empire of Faith (2 tapes: 163 min. total)
- Islam: Facing East, Facing West from NOW with Bill Moyers
  Azizah al-Hibri on Interfaith Dialogue (47 min.)
  John Esposito on the Struggles of Islam (23 min)
- Itam Hakim Hopit
- It’s Not Just a Job: The Realities of Military Life
- Jainism: Ascetics and Warriors (51 min.)
- Jerusalem Discovery: Secrets of Jerusalem (?? min.)
- Japan (DVD)
- Japan: The Land and its People: Annual Festivities & Ceremonies: Beliefs in Daily Life (29 min.)
- Japan: The Living Tradition
- Japan Society Film Center: Shinto: Nature, Gods and Man in Japan
- Japan’s Yasukuni Shrine (Spirits of the State)
- Jerusalem: Center of the World
- Jerusalem Discovery: Secrets of Jerusalem
- Jerusalem: A Musical Celebration with Isaac Stern (39 min.)
-Jesus Camp
-Jewish Short Stories from Eastern Europe and Beyond
-Jews and Christians: A Journey of Faith
-The Jews: A People's History
-Joseph Campbell and the Power of Myth with Bill Moyers (??? min. each)
  Part 1: The Hero's Adventure
  Part 2: The Message of the Myth
  Part 3: The First Storytellers
  Part 4: Sacrifice and Bliss
  Part 5: Love and the Goddess
  Part 6: Masks of Eternity
-Judaism: The Religion of a People (24 min.)
-Judgment Day: Intelligent Design on Trial (NOVA production)
-KAKE: "The Cradle Will Fall" Deanne Wilson Court of Appeals (Videos on fair adoption laws, 2 videos)
-Kalachakra: The Wheel of Time (Buddhism, mandalas) (30 min.)
-Karen Armstrong
-Karmapa (XVII) Return to Tsurphu Monastery, Tibet (??? min.)
-Kibeho, Africa: Apparitions of the Blessed Virgin (??? min)
-Kol Nidreu
-Koran by Heart: One Chance to Remember
-Landmarks of the Faith: A Travel log of American Spirituality
  America's First Synagogues (46 min)  Latter-Day Saints—Finding a Home (46 min)
  The California Missions (46 min)  Methodist Camp meetings (46 min)
  Catholic Maryland (46 min)  Catholic Churches of Old New Mexico (46 min)
  Christ Church–Philadelphia (46 min)  The Presbyterians and Princeton (46 min)
  The Heritage of African American Worship (46 min)  Puritan New England (46 min)
  Historic American Cathedrals (46 min)  Russian Orthodox Alaska (46 min)
  Latter–Day Saints—Beginnings (46 min)  The Shakers (46 min)
-The Last Jewish Town (Dir. Gil Lesnick) (38 min.)
-Latcho Drom
-A Latter-Day Saint Library (Including the Encyclopedia of Mormonism) (CD-ROM, 3” floppy and booklet)
-A Letter From Mother
-Lion of the Desert
- The Library of Vedic Culture (??? min.) (CD ROM)
- Life Apart: Hasidim in America (approx. 90 min. ?)
- Life Together: The Hutterian Brudershof (22 min)
- Living Stones:
  - Thebes: Part 1-Life on the We DVD
  - Mari: Part 1-Sumerian City
  - Thebes: Part 2-Death on the west Bank of the Nile DVD
  - Mari: Part 2-Palace of Zimri-Lim
- Living Islam (2 copies)
- Long Search: Taoism, A Question of Balance (China) (??? min.) –Copy 2, 2005
- Loving Krishna (57 minutes, DVD)
- Madam Rosa
- Madonna (44 min.)
- Mahatma Gandhi: 20th Century Prophet (45 min.)
- Making of Monk
- Mamale
- Many Though One (28 min., VHS)
- Martin Luther King, Jr: In Search of Reason
- Masada (100 min.)
- Maxwell Street
- Meetings with Remarkable Men (DVD)
- Mesopotamia: I Have Conquered DVD
- The Message: The Story of Islam
- Message of the Tibetans, Second Part: Tantrism (??? min.)
- Midnight Cry!: William Miller and the End of the World (102 min.)
- Mightier than the Sword
- Mighty Times (The Legacy of Rosa Parks)
- The Miracle of Intevale Avenue
- Mircele
- Mircea Eliade His Name, His Destiny (Biographies series psychology)
- Monsieur Ibrahim (95 minutes, DVD)
- Mountain of the Lord (Mormon: Building of Salt Lake City Temple) (72 min.)
- Moyers & Turk
- Muhammad: Legacy of a Prophet
- Museum of the Cherokee Indian Virtual Tour
- Muslims: An In-Depth Look at what it means to be a Muslim in the 21st Century- Frontline (120 min DVD)
- Mustang: The Hidden Kingdom (90 min.)
- My Son the Fanatic (87 minutes, DVD)
- Mystic Iran the Unseen World
- Native Saint and the Sun Dance Way
- New Muslim Cool
- The New Old Country
- Odessa...Odessa – 4 copies
- Office Copy
- Old Testament: An Introduction and 8 lectures by Professor R. Oden (2 videotapes) (??? min.)
- On Common Ground: World Religions in America (CD-ROM and Booklet/guide for teachers and students) (2 copies, 1st and 2nd edition)
- One Punk Under God
- Our Children
- Our Lady of Caacupe': Pilgrimage in Paraguay (??? min.)
- Paradise Now
- The Path to True Happiness by the Venerable Chin Kung (Music CD)
- PBS Newshour-August 24, 2011
- Peaceable Kingdom
- Peggy Abbott Audio Cassette
- Persepolis
- Peyote Road (60 min.)
- The Power of Forgiveness (78 minutes)
- Prince Among Slaves
- Presence of the Goddess: A Vision Whose Time Has Returned (46 min.)
- Principles and Practice of Zen (1 hour, 40 min.)
- Profile of Faith: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (27 min.)
- Purity
- Quran By Heart-See Koran By Heart
- Raising the Sparks
- Religion and Politics in American Culture (VHS)
- Religions of the World: Hinduism (DVD 50 min)
- Religions of the World: Shinto (VHS 50 min)
- Religion, War and Violence: The Ethics of War and Peace (90 min.)
- The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. In Search of Freedom
- Roots and Wings
- Rosa Mystica (Steve Roszell, 87 min.)
- Routes of Exile
- Rufus Jones: a luminous life (with book)
- Rumi-Turning Ecstatic (DVD) (currently missing?)
- Saheri's Choice: Arranged Marriages in India (27 min. DVD and VHS)
- School Prayer Issue on Nightline (??? min.)
- Scientology: An Overview
- Seasons of the Soul
- The Secret of the Pyramids: Sphinx & Tutankhamun
- Secularism in Turkey
- Security in a World of Change: Informal Talk by Sri Daya Mata, Pres. of Self-Realization Fellowship
  (and disciple of Paramahansa Yogananda, author of *Autobiography of a Yogi*) (59 min.)
- Self-Realization, the liberating power of affiliation (Vol. 76) (approx. 36 min)
- Selling God
- Seven Years in Tibet (with Brad Pitt) (2 hours, 16 min.)
- Seventh Art Releasing Dr. Gil Lesnik
- The Singing Revolution
- The Shadow of Hate: A History of Intolerance in America
- Shinto: Nature, Gods and Man in Japan DVD newest version purchased 9/15/08
- Shinto: Nature, Gods and Man in Japan. (Japan Society Film Center)
- Shinto: Religions of the World Series (VHS 50 min)
- Shtetl (Frontline)
- Snake People
- Some of My Best Friends are Zionists
- Sophie Scholl: The Final Days
- Spirits of the State: Japan's Yasukuni Shrine.
- Standard Hearers of Hussein (women commemorating Karbala)
- Sufi Dhikr in Egypt: Celebrating the Prophet in Remembrance of God
- The Sun Behind the Clouds: Tibet's Struggle For Freedom
- Sun Myung Moon in Prison (??? min.)
- Survivors
- The Singing Blacksmith (95 min)
- The Social Contract
- Taboo – After Death
- Taoism: A question of balance (VHS + DVD copy)
- Taj Mahal: The Story of Muslim India (24 min.)
- Taquacore: The Birth of Punk Islam
- Temple of Heaven (DVD 30 min)
- Tenants
- Terrorism and the Kebab (105 min.)
- Testament: The Bible and History
  - Part 1: As It Was In The Beginning (52 min.)
  - Part 2: Mightier than the Sword (52 min.)
- Tewje the Milkma
- Theosophical Society of America: An Illustrated History (??? min.)
- Three Faiths, One God: Judaism, Christianity, Islam
- Trail of Tears: Cherokee Legacy
- Three Ho (3HO) and “American” Sikhs; Canadian Sikhs . . . ; the Durgaar Sahib (Golden Temple) of Amritsar (??? min.)
- Tibetan Book of the Dead:
  - Part 1: A Way of Life (48 min.)
  - Part 2: The Great Liberation (45 min.) (beginning of tape may be torn)
- Towards Understanding Islam: A Perspective for Christians (25 + 17 + 18 min.)
- Trembling Before G-D
- The Tribe: An Unorthodox Discussion Kit (DVD 18 min)
- Tsukigami
- Unification Principles Series: (5 tapes, some duplicates: rough outline below)
  - Vol I: Introduction, Principles of Creation
  - Vol 2: The Fall of Man, Purpose of the Messiah
  - Vol 3: God’s Work Through History, Second Coming
  - Vol 4: Duplicate of Vol 1?
  - Vol 5: Duplicate of Vol 2?
- Untold Stories Pioneering Characters- Mina Edison
- Utopia: Love and Sex in a Perfect World
- Vejen (22 min.)
- The Way We Live
- Waco: The Rules of Engagement (Producer’s cut, 156 min)
- Waiting for Armageddon
- Wall in the Middle
- We Shall Overcome
- Weapons of the Spirit (By Pierre Sauvage) (Introduction and interview by Bill Moyers: 25 min.)
- Where the Eagles Fly: Portraits of Women of Power
- Why We Fight
- Wiping the Tears of a Generation
- Witches: Ancient Mysteries – New Investigations of the Unsolved (50 minutes, VHS)
- Witches of Salem: The Horror and the Hope
- Women of Islam: Veiling and Seclusion
- A World of Ideas: Bill Moyers Interviews Elaine Pagels (60 min.)
- World Religions: Buddhism
- Worship of God in the Form of the Mother Kali (43 min)
- Uacoubian Building
- Young, Muslim and French
- Your Ever Well Wisher (Hare Krishna Founder Biography, Prabhupada from hid childhood days, 60 min.)
- Yiddish
- Yidl in the Middle
- Yu: Guan-Yin Pilgrimage (Hang Chou and Pu-Tuo)